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c0 1. Pur se and Problems of the Study -....._ - TO THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCESCO
INFORMATIO14 CENTER (ERIC)."

1'4.- The pijrpose of thrs study was to define the linguistic and digcourse
CD

parameters of text difficulty from the point of view of _both the reader andeV
(NI the text, in order' to redefine readability and to provide an eperational way
CI Of explaining processing difficulties, of the near mature reader. thus 'theu..1

stiry was designed" as a theoretical iovestigation aiming at practical appli-
cations in the classroom. n carrying out this research task, the following

tigeneral principles were lowed:

1
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a. It is necessary to analyze and definer-what: it is that makes a text .hard
or easy on the linguistic and the discourse levels.

b. Such a definition should be made from the point of view cif the reader
processes a text. fTherefore, the purpose is to. highlight the prcicess\
itself, and not the product of comprehension.

C. It is not possible to rely entively on traditional readability research
in' which objectiiiity, in K. Goodman's words (Goodman; 1977)., is often
construed to mean that only directl/ observable aspects of things are
legitimate conterns. 'It is more Useful to, search for a theory that would
explain the processing difficulties of readers reading authentic texts.

To quote Wardrop (1977):

If it is true that people Teed to Obtain meaning, and that the purpose
of instructional reading is to enable the learnt* to obtain meaning,
then research in reading should be oriented toward understanding how
meaning is acquired from printed symbols, afteK which we can deal with
the instructional technology with something gtronger titian an ad hoc
approach.

2. Theoretical Basis of the Study and of the Developed Model

The study is multi-disciplinarif in approach. In elucidating the problem of,
how readers process a text, the investigation iraws on recent insights in cog-
nitive psychology, more precisely schena theory as developed originally by
Bartlett (1932) and the learning theory, developed by Gagng and by Van .Parreren.
The Study mainly builds on recent research in discourse processing, however,'
sPicifically that of Kintsch, Van Dijk, Meyer, Perfetti and Lesgold, Pearson,
'and Spiro.



Language and text are studied from the point of view of linguistics,
psycholinguistics and discour'se analysis.. The study relies mainly on work
done by Quirk and Greenbaum, by Hallidaiand Hasan, by Osgood, Chafe,.,and
Clark and Vark. ...For discourse analysis, the study makes use of the work
dOne by P. Fries, G. Brown, Fishnan, and Widdowson. Some principles of text-
linguistics and distourse processing like thosen61 Genette, Thorndike, and
Kieras are sonrces of the text structure analysis.. The lexical analysis
owes much to' the work of Engels ana the peda-linguistic approach to Engels
and Ingram.

- 3. Method of. Analysis

The study started with data from the IEA (International/ Association for
the'Evaluation of Educational Achievement) test on reading, admInistereein
the early seventies. These data were collec6d in order to'compare group
performance and" answer questions about the educational system. Instead of

looking at the'total scores, however, we were interested.in a detailed task "
analSisis., The purpose was io contribute to a theory of text compreKension
problenatizing .the input presented to the students. For 'this purpose we
analyzed the passages from lingnistic and cognitive po-Ints of view. On the

basis of these analyses we were able to derive hypothetical parameters of
discourse difficulty. These hypotheses were built into a model, which was,
then tested against the already available passage 'comprehension scores. rit
short, the procedure was to build a model on a,multi-disciplinary analysis
ands then to test thatmOdel using available actuarial records.

The following method wi'll be used in the reporting of the results of the
study. In the first stage, the method of analysis used to get a measure of.,
each of the parameters of the model is described as wekl as the extent to
which the Arameter measures appear to discriminate betiveen a group of easier

r

versus More difficult texts. In the second \stage the model is tested more
formally by ,examining the intercorrelations between the various parameteri
an4 their correlations with the empirical text passage scores. Used as a point
of reference to ascertain enpiricil comprehension difficulty, were the compre-
hension scores comPuted on the basis bf discrete point testing and the teachers'
reference computed on the basis of teachers' judgenents of the difficulty of
every text after they had taught the texts to their classes and had the readers
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a.

process the texts the way they were used to in their classrooms. This judgenent
of text difficulty has the advantage that it is made at the time of the
actual processing, by someonkwho kraws the:studehts and nOt after the pro-
cessing is done. f

On the basis of both jUdgenents, one can distinguiih- between an easy and
a hard tzt group. The easy group contaiins Paracutin, Paper, Ernenek, Desert
Siege,- whereas the hard 'tex`ts are Fez, Plastic Shoes, Camels, Scientific
Method. The starting-point of the analysis is the organizational and func-
tional systen of language as It is realized in these eight texts. Different,
aspects of text, on a micro- and a macro-structural level, aT-e-inalyzed quan-

.
titatively in relation to the performance tof the readers. Four main parts
can be distinguished: lexicon (including the information structure of given
and 'new, defined and undefined 'concepts); syntax (including speed of c sure),
text structure (including cohesion and thene-rhene organization), and roposi-
tional ana/ysis (both on the micro- and macro-structural lev I).

The analyses fall into two main bodies: micro-structural with lexical
and syntactic analysjs, and macro-structural with text-structure and proposi-
tional analysis. The analysis of coherence forms a transition between the two.

4. Analysis of Text Charact .

.

The selected texts were r d by fourteen-year-old students in the Us.6.A.
and the U.K. (Thorndike, 1973; Turves et al, 1981, also includes the 4xt
passages). The eight different' texts were short (maximum 280 words), well-
written and different in both style and content. Four were narrative (of
which two Are also descriptive), and four werk expository.

1

4.1. Micro-structural Analysis

4.1..1. Syiitax

Sentence structure, both sentence length and sentrce complexity, was
studied, based on Quirk and Greenbaum (1172), and also on-Hunt's (1965) notion
of T-units. The number Of subordinate clau es preceding the main clause

'discriminated- between hard and easy texts( ee Table 1) in that if more sub-
ordinate clauses precede the linite verb of the ntain clause, the comprehension
difficulty of sthe discourse ii' /ncreased. The number of subordinate clauses
to the right of the verb apparently beavo consequenices for, understanding. The

l
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number T-units per nuinber of sentences had no impact on text difficulty

either; neither had sentence length, as such. These results confirmed earlier

findings by Simensen (1980) from a syntactic analysis of NorWegian texts and

processing difficulty.

4.1.2. Speed of Closure

In relation to syntax, the semantic-syntactic units within the sentences

of the passages were studied. Central in this is the primary mental ability.

called Wrst closure .factor' (Thurstone, 1944). This factor is defined as

the ability to perceive an apparently disorganized or unrelated group 'of parts

as a meningful whole, i.e., the capacity to construct a whole picture.from

incomplete 'or limited material (Thurstone, 1966). This concept is also referred

to as the "chunk model" because 'it claims that comprehension consists of syn-

thesiztng atomistic propositions into larger conceptual or semantic units

rather than analyzing complex units Vat) atomistic propositions (Pearson,

1973).

We hypothesized that a distinction between the hard and the easy text

groups could be made on this basis. Therefore, we analyzed the "tonic breaks"

readers insert in reading passagZs in order to make meaning. We understand

"tonic breaks" in Halliday's (1967) sense: a unit in intonation with a certain

intonation pattern and a stop at the end. For this analysts, we set up an

experiment in which we had native speakers of English read the texts, unpre-

pared, aloud, as if they weie reading than silently. Their reading was recorded

with the subjects alone in a small studio. Then, the subjects were asked to

read the same texts aloud to an audience, the way they would for their students,
, .

in order to have them understand the texts"as well .as possibly. In the first

reading, the semantic units were longer in the hard than in the easy texts. In

a second, edited ver'sion, however* they became much Shorter in the hard passages

and remained the same in the easy ones. This supports the hypothesis that

comprehension involved chunking. In the more difficult texts smaller semantic

units, which fit into a larger whole by means of their intonation, were indi-

cated, whereas in the easy passages, no editing seemed to be necessary (see

Table 1).
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4.1.3. Lexcal Analysis

6

In this analysis, the dominant measures of word difficulty which were

studied are word frequency, word familiarity, and definihg words.

A. Word frequency

We consulted the following word frequency lists:

a. Kueera, H.. and W. N. Francis (1967) Cumputational Analysis of Present

Day American English.

b. Engels, L. K., D. Geens and W. Martin (1975) Analysis of Present Day

English Theatrical Language (1966 - 1972).

c. Engles, L. K., B. Van Beckhoven, T. Leenders, I. Brasseur (1981) L.E.T.

Vocabulary List, Leuven English Teaching Vocabulary List Based on Objec-

tive Frequency Combined with Subjective Word Selection, Acco, K.U.L.

Department of'Linguistics, section of Applied Linguistics.

The texts were matched with the three lists, but also counted were

"outsiders," words occurring in the text, but not in these lists. Engels

(1968) pointed out their importance by showing that contrary to the general

belief that a list of 3000 words would cover 95% of the language (and thus

enable a person to speak and to understand a foreign language by assimilating

thoie words), only about 87% could be understood when subjects were presented

random texts. Infrequent words are important because when topics increase,

the number of outsiders increases and frequent words are often low in infor-

mation content. It is therefore possible to understard 80% of the words of

a text, and yet not to understand the "new" information of that text.

B. Word familiarity

The notion of familiarity in frequency counts has been questioned

because of its subjective aspect (Nene person, a word may sound familiar,

but not to any one else), and its definition (What is "knowing" a word or

one word meaning of a word?), J. C. Richards (1974) overcame these objections

by compiling a familiarity count which is based upon,the subjective impression

of 1000 subjects, with respect to concrete words.

C. Coverage

In West's General Service(List (1977) a criterion called "cover" is used.

The concept "cover" accounts for the omission of a frequent word, if its

meaning is already covered by another word or expression. "For the time

being," for example, can be covered by "for Ore present." We could make use
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of this list togethpr with the compilation taken from Longman's Dictionary

oi Contemporary English (1978).
,

Both lists enabled us to check whether the vocabulary ofthe texts goes

back to basic English and to a language used to explitn'tohcepts,in a dic-

tionary (definition vocabulary). Especially in expository prose, in which

explanations should be as well comprehended'as possible, these words are im-

portant.

Finally, and in relation to'the three measures'of word'difficUlty above,

wOrd length was studied, following Flesch,(1948): I.

Matching the texts W4th the above )ists brought the following res'ults (see

Table 1): .1

a. there were more dutsiders in the hard text grou ; . %

b. the outsiders in the hard text group were morchlogically more complex;

c. there are more
/
words appearing in the familiarity list'in the easy text,

'group than in the hard text group;

there are more words, drawn from coverage vocabulary in the easy texts

than in the hard texts.

4.1.4. Given and New Information Structure

Here, we tried to elaborate the idea that the pumber of concepts determines

the readability of a discourse. By means of on analysis of the given and new

information structures rendered in discourse, we.could distinguish between the

load on the text processing activity per, discourse. We relied on Mathesius

(1939), Halliday and Masan (1,976), Chafe (1974),.MacWhinney andBates (1978),

and Clark and Clark,(1977) for the definition\and the operationalization f

the "given' and "new" information in discourse, both in terms of the formal-

functional language organization andsemantics. if a concept appeared for

the first time in a lext, it was labeled "new". If it was accompanied by.an

indefinite article or a dummy, it was labeled "indefinite". "Given" was

assigned to any noun which was synonymous, repetitive or used as a colloca-
.

tion with any other noun used earlier in the-text.

Between'the hard and.the easy text groups, there was no differerie as to

the number of concepts used. Moreover, contrary to the hypothesis,: we found

(see Table 1) that more "given" concepts occur in thetard texts and "new"

in the easy texts. The'latter, however, were' annotated as.mdefided" or
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-Tablii 1. Summary of Measures of Studied. Parameters of Text Characteristics.

Character-

1st:1

Text
2 ababababDG3 4

.

5 6

UG

7

DN

.

)

UN

T- Scenery Summary PauseUnitsababab
Paracutin 1 9.6 7.4 1 0.38 18 6.92 31 28 6.1 1.1k, 5.3 4.6 29 0 0 27 93 2 6

Ernenek 1.10 6 10.1 7.4 - 0.00 20 7.29 28 22 3.6 0.7 10.5 3.6 15 0 0 10 66 5 33

Paper 2.00 1 11.1 8.1 - 0.00 9 4.78 34 30 2.6 4.2 5.3 8.5 18 4 22 16 88 0 0

Desert Siege - 5 10.6 7.3 - 0.00 12 7.01 33 28 5.2 0.5 11.7 6.4 16 2 12 14 87 0 0

Scientific 2.70 3 9.5 4.4 2 0.84 4 1.68 25 21 3.3 6.3 6.7 10.1 13 0 0 8 61 5 30
Method

Camels 1.31 1 13.0 7.0 - 0.00 7 2.65 28 22 4.5 7.2 3.7 3.4 17 0 0 7 46 10 66

Plastic Shoes 0.83 - 12.5 6.0 - 0.00 5 2.46 34 30 2.9 0.9 0.5 3.9 12 0 0 2 22 11 122

Fez 6.14 10 8.6 5.6 6 3.14 3 1.57, 30 26 2.0 1.5 6.8 8.9 7 2 26 5 71 3 42

,

Column
1 Total number of subordinate clauses to the left of the finite verb of the main clause.

2 Word frequency: outsiders

3 Speed of closure: riumber of words/intonation units in (a) version 1, (b) version 2.

4 Number of morphologically complex outsiders: (a) absolute number, (b) per 100 words.
1

5 Number of words appearing in Richard's list of familiarity: (a) absolute number, (b) per 100 words.

6 ,Number of words (in percentage) appearing in (a) the Longman vocabulary, and (b) West's list of
, coverage vocabulary.

7 Distribution of Given and New per 100 words: DG=defined/given, UG=undefined/given, DN-defined/new,
UN=undefined/new.

8 Text duration: (a) absolute number, (b) per 100 T-units.

8
9



"identifiable", rather than as "undefined" or unidentifiable& We suggest

that this "identifiable/new" indication would refer to an existing empathy

between writer and reader. The writer knows what is klentifiable, but at the

same time new in his message for his audience. ,On the other hand, An the

hard text group, more undefined, Oven concepts occur. Two concluions can

be drawn:

a. it is not necessarily true that more "given" concepts occur in theme

position;

b. "defined" or "undefined" should be studied in connection,with "given"

and "new6.

-In summary, the analysis of the information focus in a text reveals ihe

relationship betWeen the formal-functional organization .of language and the

empathy of writer and reader. To further analyze this relationship, we have

to focus on the conceptual fields themselves, however.

4.1.5.' Lexically Cghesive Elements Per Text

Cohesion was studied in the sense of Halliday and Hasan (1976), who see

it as a part of "coherence." Fishman (1977) found that "recoverable.structurkl

words" (anaphora, cataphora, etc.) did not contribute distinctively to com-

prehension difficulties (in relation to the cohesive aspect of the text).

Therefore, we restricted ourselves to the lexical chains per passage arid

investigated whether they interacted in some consistent way with the texture

of the texts.

Lexilal chains were decided according to the following Criteria:

a. words having almost the same meaning;

b. words semantically related (e.g., on a whole-part relationship or as

hyponyms, etc.);

c. words representing two poles;

d. words calling forth other words, including associations.

These formed the lexical part of cohesion.

The grammatical aspect of cohesion is found in the relationship between

cohesion and the texture of a text, more precisely in its theme-rheme organiza-

tion. "Texture of a text has to be understood in Halliday's sense. In general

one can say that basic to texture are "theme"..144orrheme." Theme is the point

of departure of a text. In rheme-position,the main part of the message, the

I 0
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"climatic feature" is found. In fact, this distinttion of "theme" and "rheme"

extends the limits of the sentence. We worked with the formal definition of

theme and rheme, on a sentence level, to define the pattern of theme and rheme

throughout a text.

Our bask question was: How strongly pelated are.coherence, at the cohesion

level, and comprehension? We adopted Hall(iday's (1980) condition.that the
/

cohesive ties in a text are not by themselves a guarantee of a coherent texture

but that the resources have to be organized and deployed in Patterned ways.

On this basis, we formulated the hypothesis that, if a text displays coherlence

on the basis of cohesive ties (1) which are in coheiive harmony, and (2) which

are consistently distributed in a theme-rheme distribution throughout the text,

then such a text is more easily comprehended than a text in which there is a

lower proportion of interaction of cohesive harmony in a theme-rheme display.

The texts were then analyzee:CP this three-fold way:

a. cohesive'ties'and their cohesiife harmony;

b. theme-rheme display;
- I

4
c. the interaction between the two.

The results showed that it is not,the mere number of cohesive elements used

inidiscourse that play a decisive role in the coherence and consequently in

the processing of discourse, but their organization. The following prerequisites

are proposed for a smooth processing:

a. coheSive harmony (i.e., a consistent lwtwork of lexical -chains);

b. a consistent distribution of this harmony over theme-rheme display in

, the discourse (i.e., the same lexical fields in the same position, rheme
4

or theme);

c. congruence of the above with the overall text structure (i.e., in compliance

with the expectations of a reader ai to the linear and parlitular organization

of discourse-structure, e.g., narrational, deductive or inductive development).

4.2. jiacro-structural Analysis

4.2.1. Narrational and Structural nalysis

A three-fOld comparison of the readers' abstract expectancy patterns of

text organization was made for eve y passage: text duration, text order, and

logical order. For text duration, we relied on the French structuralist school ,
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of literary analysis (Genette, 1972; Flittum, 1980). Within text duration, we -.

'distinguished between "summary," i.e., only the main actions are told (the
40

time of telling is shorter than the action time); "pause,",i.e,, longer text .

time than action time (e.g., reflections); "scene," i.e., tbe time of telling,

is about the same as the time of the actual action.

For the analysis of text oi:der, we distinguished between stories and

expository prose texts. For the former we adopted Thorndykes (1976) model

of story structure, butwe also appHed kieras' (1978) model for "framing" on the

micro-structural level. The non-narrative texts were analyzed by meansct,

Mountford's and Widdowson's models of expository prose (Mountford, 1975;

Widdowson, 1979).

The results showed that text duration is a parameter of easy and hard

teAts. The easy texts appeared to conti6 much mok"summary" whereas OE

hard tegts contain mdch more "pause" (Table 1)...

Text order, text structure and logical order Were alsO decisive

tinguishing between the hard and easy text group. If the structure of a

text is known by the reader, and as such matches. a frame present in the iTader,

then such a text is easier to process than If this is not the ease. Linear:'--

sequential and logical order are also contributive to comprehension. But it

has also become clear that it is not because a text belongs to a certain type

of tegt (e.g., story vs. essay) that it would be easier to process. It is

rather the intricate net of characteristics per text and the reader's aptitude

for processing that specific text wych-i's decisive.

The analysis of text siZeture may be suilmarized in a flowchart-like

conclusion, ig which the relation between the narrational analysis and text

difficulty is shown (Figure 1).

4.2.2. .Propositional Analysis
4%

The objective of the propositional analysis was to bring together a more

psycho-linguistically oriented analysis of language organIzation With present

theory concerning the reader's processing activity. On this basis, a model

of the parameters of-discourse difficulty could be developed. For this model

of representation of yeaning, we relied upon Kintsch (1977) for the mith-o-

structurallanalysis, and on Kintsch and Van Dijk (1976) and-Van Dijk (1977)

for the macro-structural analysis.

12



Figure 1. Flowchart of Ease of Comprehension by Means of Structure.
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In the formation of the propositional structures four main determinants

of processing difficulty are central:

a. the number of Propositions;

b. the number of different arguments in relation to the coherent network

of: - the dumber Of unconnected"graph (propositions which share an-

argument are connected in a graph), .

the number of items of given and nor information,

- the number of items of foregrounded information (i.e.; psychologi-

cally salient but linguistically unstressed information), P 11 It

- the number of reinstatements (the function of a reinstatement is to

link propositions,in subgraphs and in between graphs in order to

make a coherent text base),

- the number of reorganizations (the function of a reorganization is

to link propositions which belong together on a higher level).

We hypothesized"that the more Coherent a text is, an d the more it is

explicit about its macro-structures, the better the processing of the macro-

. structures.

The results of the propositional analysis can be read from Table 1. These

results can be explained and related to the previous parameters in the light

of "lexical density" (Halliday, 1980). "Lexical density" means that there are

a large number of lexical items (including quite difficult words of fairly low

frequency) packed into a rather simple grammatical structure, making written

language denser than spoken langual,(Halliday, 1979). The more lexically

dense a text is, the harder it may be to process the text according to the

results of Table L

By means of this "highest common factor" (lexical density) the proposi-

tional analysis can be linked to the previously found parameters on a micro-

structdre level.

a. Syntax

It is not sentence length or sentence complexity of written language which

makes processing harder, but rather how the syntax creates lexical density.

b. Lexicon

A more concrete and familiar lexicon, which is also used as a defining

vocabulary, reduces the processing difficulty of lexically dense texts.
r
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c. Information structure

It is not Solely the number of arguments which contribute highly 6 the

lexical density of texts, but whether the information presented is pre-

sumed (by the writer) to be known (by the reader) _or not; and how that

is reflected in the text. _Here lies the importance of the distribution

of "given" and "new," "defined" and "undefined" inforMation.

In short, propositional analysis provides a thepretical basis for dis- N

course processing. A list of parameters is therefore justified as a summary of

the ropositional and linguistic analysis (Table1). On the basis of the list,

11
compi

,

ed on a quantified basis, a theoretical model was formed (Figure 2).

5. Testing of ttie Model of Text Difficulty
el

The previous model gives rise to a number of hypotheses which were tested
4

using a Pearson ProdUctAlftent Correlation Matrix to investigate
I

a. which of the ninteen variables correlated at a significant level with the
f

dependent variable, comprehension difficultN

. which variables correlate highly with each other so that theY can e

treated as a group;,

.C. whiCh of the variables both correlate with comprehension difficulty and

with each other, so as to constitute clear clusters (Table 2),

The following hypotheses were tested:

General Hypothesis

Macro-structural and micro-structural. arameters both influence compre-

hension.- Higher-order parameters in the ndel do not necessarily have more

impact on comprehension. We expect that the parameters are inter-related and

they can influence comprehension to a varying degree.

This hypothesis is confirmed. We see that clear clusterc are formed,hy:

a. the parameters of narrative condition, theme-rheme consistency, cohesive

harmony and sequential and linear organization, all of which are macro- \\

structural parameters, high up in the model, and ..

b. the followin9 parameters on the micro-struetural level, at a hfgher or

lower level: familiarity, coverage vocabulary, summary and number of

propositions.

These parameters intercorrelate'and also correlate with comprehension. There-

fore we can conclude that in the texts we have been studying as they relate

to the scoresqa the students, these eight parameters are the mostsignificant

ones.

15
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Figure,2. A Model of the Parameters Indicating the Degree of DifficultyL
of Discourse Processing.
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Hypothesis A

Parameters indicating ease of comprehension are: narrative condition,

theme-rheme consistency, sequential and,linear order, cohesive harimmy,

summary (on the macro-stuctural level);'familiarity, coverage vocabulary, .*

given and defined concepts, new and defined/concepts ahd-speed of cloiure

(on the micro-structural level).

This hyp s was also confirmOd, as the intercorrelations between ?

these parameters a e very high (significant at the .05 and .01 level).

Hypothesis B

prehension difficulty is indicated by the number of complex outsiders,

by h number of different arguments in theme position on the lexical level,

b th number of subordinate clauses to the left of the finite verb of ihe

m in lause, by the nUMber of reorganizations, reinstatements, logical reor-

derings and pailses on the syntactic and structural levels.-

This hypothesis is also confirmed because the intercorrelation between

these parameters is very significant as is their torrelation with the deOen-
,,,,

dent variable (significant at the .05 and .01 level). They correlate negativily

at a significant lvel with the parameters in4icating ease'of comprehension.

Sub-Hypothesi411

The-number of propositions in itself is not an,indicator of ease of

difficulty in comprehension, but its relation to Other'parameters indicating

ease or difficulty is finportant.,
,

This hypothesis is also confirmed. The results indicate that the para-

meter "number of propositions" correlates both with-;4rehension'score and

with other 'parameters. It co/relates with the parameters'indicating diffi-

culty (number of different arguments in theme position) and it correlates

negatively with a parameter indicating ease of comprehension (sPeed of closure).

It only correlates.Vositively with one,other parameter of comprehension ease,

coverage vocabulary. A possible explanation for this may be that in the,

easy expository texts we have studied, more coverage vocabulary Was used than

in the hard texts. This would confirm that the Reber of propositions alone

is noi decisi e either-for easy or hard expository or non-expository texts.

Sub-Hypothes/s 2 ,

1

Theme-rheme consistency is one of the basic parameters on the text

structural level because it relates to both Macro-propositional and micro-

propositional parameters.

18
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It is not true that the theme-rheme parameter directly relates to,the

micro-propositional parameters. It does not correlate with the number of

subordinate clauses, nor does it correlate negatively at a significant level .

with the number of different arguments used in theme position. But it does

correlate signiftcantly with other parameters of ease-of-compr4hension (par-

ticularly given'and defined information) and it correlates negatively 'with

parameters indicating comprehension difficulty.

Sub-Hypothesis 3

The number of given-defined concepts is a significant parameter of e1/44e

of compreVnsion.
.

This hypothesis is confirmed. Itcorrelates with comprehension at a

.05 level of significance. Furthermore, it correlates with other parameters

of ease of comprehension. This wowld point at the fact that "contlon ground"

or "shared knowledge" is an important factor of comprehension. We have not

studied this in'depth, however, as such a study would entail a detailed cul-

tural and knowledge analysis of the readers involved.

6. Discussiorl . .

As this study concerned reading in mother tongue And as the IEA tests

were administered in various countries, we had virious languages it oyr dis- 47)

posal. Therefore, the model was applied to other languages as well, in order

to test its transferability. We want to stress that we selected languages

(English, French and Dutch) related both in terms of the language organization

and to the shared "knowledge" or °common ground" of the readers. Thessame

method of determining the parameters was applied. No.adaptations as to the

method or to the parameters were necessAry; yet, insights 4s to information

structure, theme-rheme diitrgbution., and cohesive harmony were strongly con-

firmed in both translations.

From the applications to other languages, we concluded that reading

strategies which could evolve from the model are cognitively based and that,

as such, they,are transferable to the foreign language learning and teaching

situation. But, rather thanArawing conclusions at this level, we suggested

that research in the foreign language should take up the thread and investigate

readability in a foreign language at this cognitive level.

.19
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Implications for Comprehension and Readability Research .

a. It has been shown that comprehension takes place on both micro- and macro-

levels. Thus; learning to "construtt" sentences is not enough in the com-
-
prehension process. But, on the other hand, the overrall format (genre

and structure) is not the sole key either. For example, a story may be

easy, but not for the mere fact that it is a story. All in all, the

lexicon, on the mi o-level and on the macro-level (i.e., lexical chains)

plays a very important role in comprehension._

b. The study has also shown that both reader and text contribute to the con-

struction of meaning". Language in its functional and structural organiza-

tion should be given due attention in readinq and wrfting. This means

that: rtr

- It is not possible to write a readable text for a certain age Tevel -

solely on the basis of a cook Alik recipe. The cook has to knOw his

'guests quite well, because "fast food" Is not easily digested by them.

We suggest that the parameters indicating the textual characteristics

should bes.cai-efully studied in'close relation to the potential readers

in order to write a text which facilitates its processing.

- The active contribution of the reader in constructing meaning should
0

be foCused,upon and exploited. As constructing meaning is a cognitive

activity, it is possible to put the tools in the hands of readers: Thus,

they can actively direct their comprehension by being provided with

effective strategies.

c. Here lies the opportunity for the teacher to assist the reader in this

process. "Process" is the right word, because reading strategies are

'necessary here. ,The teacher cannot only focu's on the product, the test

scores, but has to concentrate on the process leading to the outcome and

analyze the outcome from the point of view of the processing by the reader

of the sPecific text(s).

Thus, the input is the text, the output is the score. The "go-between"

is the reader, who, if helped by the teacher and the right reading strategies,

can learn not only to be the recipient of the message but to actively and

cognitively interact with it and as such make meaning. Such a strategy puts

the reader on the road'to self-instruction and self-development. And is this

not what effective reading is all about?

20



Finally, the study has shown that

Processes which can be defined inde
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ther research.
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